July 17, 2020

The Honorable Wilbur Ross  
Secretary  
U.S. Department of Commerce  
1401 Constitution Avenue, Northwest  
Washington, DC 20230

Dear Secretary Ross:

The undersigned associations represent thousands of U.S. companies of all sizes and from a broad range of industry sectors. Despite the many differences in the products and services we create and in the customers we serve, we are united by the need to transfer data across international borders. We are writing in relation to yesterday’s Court of Justice of the European Union (“CJEU”) decision striking down the EU-U.S. Privacy Shield, a vital legal mechanism
used to transfer data between the U.S. and the EU, upon which small and medium sized businesses rely heavily.

We are pleased the CJEU upheld the validity of Standard Contractual Clauses, which remain an important, privacy protective mechanism for transferring data. However, the Privacy Shield also plays a critical role for many of our members — and for the country. Since 2016, the Privacy Shield has provided an important legal basis for data transfers, which also includes important commitments on the protection of personal information.

More than 5,300 U.S. companies use the Privacy Shield, and those businesses contribute significantly to the nearly $1.1 trillion in total U.S. trade in goods and services with the European Union. Companies in the automotive, retail, hospitality, logistics, health care, manufacturing and human resource management fields are all certified to the Privacy Shield Program. Small and medium sized businesses account for more than 70% of Privacy Shield participants.

The effects of Thursday’s decision reach far beyond the more than 5,300 Privacy Shield-certified companies. Indeed, Privacy Shield certified companies have suppliers of goods and services, comprising a network of tens of thousands of additional companies, all of which indirectly rely upon Privacy Shield. The decision also comes at a particularly precarious time for American businesses, as the COVID-19 pandemic has led many to use remote services and rely on the ability to move data across the globe.

We strongly encourage you and your colleagues in the Administration to work collaboratively with your EU counterparts to develop a stable and sustainable mechanism for companies to transfer data between the European Union and the United States. It will be important for regulators to ensure data transfers can continue while a new agreement is under discussion. Together, these efforts will enable businesses in the United States to continue as leaders in the global economy.

We and our members stand ready to work with you on these important issues.

Sincerely,

ACT | The App Association
AmCham Czech Republic
AmCham Denmark
AmCham Finland
AmCham Germany
AmCham Hungary
AmCham Lithuania
AmCham Romania
AmCham The Netherlands
American Chamber of Commerce Ireland
American Chamber of Commerce in Italy
American Chamber of Commerce in Sweden
American Chamber of Commerce to the European Union (AmCham EU)
American Council of Life Insurers
BritishAmerican Business
Biotechnology Innovation Organization (BIO)
BSA | The Software Alliance
Business Roundtable
Coalition of Services Industries (CSI)
Computer & Communications Industry Association
Computing Technology Industry Association (CompTIA)
Global Data Alliance
Internet Association
Information Technology Industry Council (ITI)
National Association of Manufacturers
National Retail Federation
SIIA
Small Business & Entrepreneurship Council
U.S. Chamber of Commerce
U.S. Council for International Business